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Baal veer episode song

Baal veer episode 309 song. Baal veer episode 25 song. Baal veer episode 888 song. Baal veer episode song video. Baal veer returns episode song. Baal veer episode 3 song. Baal veer written episode song.
(2020) Aamir Dalvi such as Zafar, a deceptive sorcerer, the former great viewer of Baghdad and a greedy man who plans to take charge of the world using the genius of the powers of the Lamp of the past. He wants the money from him to return to Happy that he had given him as PrÃ © stamo. November 18, 2019. "I pay special attention to all I see, I
know and talk to: Dev Joshi by Baalveer Returns". Live, whoever misses Baalveer more than anyone, suspicion of the unknown person who is saving it many times. Vivaan is the hidden power that is meant to kill Timna and exceeds the obstacles and takes the infinite energy of Sarvakaal. ^ "Shoaib Ali back to the sets with the returns of Baalveer de
Sony Sab". Baalveer weakens when he was injured in the attack. (2021) Unknown as Goldie, a greedy man who is the enemy of Happy. Jaipur News Today. (2020) Shagun Singh as Jiya, cousin and dancer at Chintu Chinti, enemy of vivaan later friend. Later, he returned to the past with the Master of him Aladdin. (2019 "2020) Tia Gandwani as Devaki,
who was captured by Timase in Dhruv Tara, the former queen of Shwet Lok who later became Kaal Lok. (2021) Lookalike of the 5th Universe, who is led by Vivaan A Drak Lok. She belongs to a middle class family who lives in Bharat Nagar and is intelligent. Maypk, one of the most large film download websites in 2019, now get a lot of popularity in
India and in Everyone. (2019 "2021) [2] [3] [4] [5] Vansh Sayani as Vivan / Junior Baalveer or the Successor de Baalveer and the Savior of Dharti Lok; Baalveer's brother. (2019 "2021) Reena as Dr. Shalini, the mother of Rinkoo, who is gynecologue. Shweta Khanduri left the series after completing some episodes, and the debutant Ayesha Khan was
elected as Birba [32] [33] in the middle October 2020. Aladdin fought against Timna and his companions. The times of India. Like Raktim Shaurya (Voice), a lion that is the mentor of the universe of the fifth universe and Shaurea. "Sharmilee Raj will play this paper paper Baalveer returns. "He together with Bhaymaar plans to govern over the world
and also plans to unmask the true identity of happy. Most of the time, he accompanied and guided Vivan. In June, the remaining episodes that were fired. Before they were released at Sony Liv.. In Drak Lok, Vivaan and Shaureas manage to safeguard 3 Lookalikes remaining from Baalveer in a secret place. (2019, 2021) Akshay Bhagat as Mr. Ratilal
Chheda, Gopu's father and Diwali's husband that has a store. She is a very careful mother to her son Gopu. Sometimes, she also gives free food to the poor. (2021) Aditya Ranvijay as Bhaymaar, the former Lord, from Kaal Lok, Often, which is often called Ã Ã Ã â, ~ Bayraja 'by Tauba Tauba. Distribution of season 1 Main Dev Joshi as Senior Baalveer /
Dev / Debu / Naqabposh, the Savior of Dharti Lok. (2021) Resorting to Anuradha Khaira as Dhwani Pari, a fairy of Pari Lok with the power of sound (Fairy Sound). ^ Team, Auto A: Editorial (August 15, 2019). The victory between Debu (Senior Baalveer) and Vivan (Junior Baalveer) grows more strong that they can not be able to live without others,
since they became one. The plan, Vivan and Sutli plan to frustrate the problems created by Chintu and Chinti. A long time ago, Timna has captured Sarvakaal, a monstrous wise man who taught him Timasa Black Magic, since he knows the identity of the person who will kill Timnah. {{Cite Web}}: | First = it has a rich name (help) ^ "An actor, three
characters: Dev Joshi in the characters of him in Baalveer returns". He was very loved by Timnaa for the loyalty of him towards the dark. Tellychakkar.com. She is the most successful scientist of Shinkai after Milsa. Tribunenia news service. She is a very good girl who always listens to her elders and loves her family. She lived in Pari Lok (Kingdom of
Fairy) during years, but then moved to Veer Lok (Brave Realm) of the destruction of Pari Lok (Realm de Fairy), along with the fairies that survived the massacre under the protection and orientation of Shaurya. When Karuna was about to She forgets her bag at the Happy house. She always competed with Timnase to take over the throne of Dark
Realm by defeating the Baalveers. He is a great fighter who is then kidnapped by Kaal (2021) of the 3rd universe, which is taken by vivaan to Drak Lok. "Shridhar Watsar to be seen in a new avatar at Baalveer Returns". ShahSanjeev SharmaCinematographyPushpank GawadeEditorHemant KumarCamera setupMulti-cameraRunning time20-22
minutesProduction companyOptimystix EntertainmentDistributorSony Pictures Networks IndiaReleaseOriginal networkSony SABSony LivPicture format576iHDTV 1080iAudio formatDolby DigitalOriginal release10 September 2019Ã (2019-09-10)Ã Ã¢ÂÂ30 June 2021Ã (2021-06 -30) ChronologyRelated ShowsBaal Veer Baalveer Returns is a series of
Indian fantasy television that premiered on September 10, 2019 at Sony Sab, which ended April 2, 2021. IWMBUZZ. {{Cite Web}}: | First = It has a rich name (help) ^ "Shoaib Ali gets a new look at Baalveer Returns". The spectacle stopped in April 2021 due to blockade in Maharashtra. And Kaal, another resemblance of Baalveer with evil intentions
that was imprisoned by Swarna Shaurea a long time ago. Ray loved Bambaal and Milsa as his father and his mother and was ready to do anything for them. (2019 "2021) Ajay Padhye as the Inspector Shantram Girpade, a subpector of the Bachelor Police that is Sutli's maternal Tão and the younger brother of Padmini. Later he was killed by Timasea.
Padmini Girpade, Sutli's mother And Girpade's older sister. (2019 "2020) Nandani Tiwari replaced Shail as Vayu Pari. ^ Team, Author: Editorial. (2021) Bhaweeka Chaudhary as Pani Pari, a fairy of Pari Lok with the power of water (water fairy). She originally she was a human, but now a fairy of Veer Lok with the power to create anything drawing in
the air. She with Dhwani Pari and more fairy, guided Live and Baalveer Your trip against Timna and Ray and the evils. He is the biological son of Ananya is Vivaan's biologic older sister. "Sia Bhatia will replace Arista Mehta at Baalveer Baalveer of Sab TV." She was killed by the weapons of Timnase. Bhatt as Dadasaheb, the adoptive father and true

paternal grandfather of Vivan, and Karuna's father-in-law. Casting In mid-February 2020, the creators of the program announced the incorporation of a new character, Ananya, interpreted by the debutante, Anahita Bhooshan. [26] EN 2020, Pavitra Punia announced that she would come out of the series after the end of the story of Kaal Lok, to
participate in season 14 of BBG Boss. [27] Subsequently, Krutika Desai, Amika Shail and Khushi Mukherjee also left the spectacle for other reasons. (2020) Atul Verma as Jabdali, a lealed compassion of Timanase. (2021) As Swarnna Shaurea (Golden Shaurea) (Voice), a golden lion that is the mentor of the first universe and the similar aspect of
Shaurea. (2019 "2021) Guru Saran Tiwari As Mr. Munna Mishra, a man egoãsta and greedy who is the father of Chintu-Chinti and Kamini's husband. Four months after, after the government relaxed restrictions, The series resumed the transmission of new episodes, continuing with the story that had been interrupted. [24] [25] On April 5, Baalveer
Returns season 2 was issued where Dev Joshi played 6 different characters, similar to Baalveer. Timasea was Basting of the Kingdom of Fairies by Baalpari due to his ego and evil. Tribune India. He is the greatest twin brother of Tauba Tauba, but it is against him, since Tauba Tauba is evil. soon, Baalveer He finds and reveals his reality to Vivan and
takes him to Veer Lok, where he becomes the 'Junior Baalveer'. Tellychakkar. Little by little, he realizes his growing powers and tries to get control of it. August 6, 2019 . (2021) Vansh Sayani as Vivan / Junior Baalveer or Baal Veer's successor; Baalveer's brother, the biologic son Devaki and Ananya's brother, respectively; Adoptive son of Karuna and
adoptive brother of Khushi, respectively. Karuna comes to Kanpur with Mrs. January 24, 2020. 2020. He is committed to offering free access to the latest films, either in English, Hindi, Tamil or BengalÃ, only in a single pure click. April 13, 2021. (2021) SHRESH SAXENA AS AKAL, THE BONDAD HUNTER that makes good entities in trophies with the
magical arrows of it. It is revealed that the son who fell in the desert was Senior Baalveer (who is not allowed to know) and Jaikaas, before dying, protected his son that he fell with him in the sea put him in an egg and Ã © L is a Bambaal wait. Recovered on August 21, 2020. [Permanent dead link] ^ Team, Tarychakkar. He was a very powerful genius
and was loyal to Aladdin. Baalveer, who is now a spirit, can only touch someone if that person is in danger. {{Cite Web}}: | First = has a rich name (help) ^ Team, Author: Editorial. Archived from the original on April 11, 2021. Shaurya attacked Jaikaas and a son fell into a desert, while Jaikaas and his from him another son of him landed in the sea to
Baalpari and Bambaal, respectively. {{Cite Web}}: | First = has the genetic name (help) ^ "Aditya Ranvijay is back in Baalveer Returns". He was also the loving interest of Ananya. Baalveer tells Vivaan about him being Nakabposs, leaving him surprised. (2019, 2021) Anuradha Verma as Mrs. In the instructions of Shaurea, Baalveer goes to Earth as
Dev, with the fairy as the sisters of him, to find the next Baalveer, since he needs help fight against Timnah. (2020 "2021) Shalendra Pandey as Shaurea (voice), a white lion that is the guardian of Veer Lok and Mentor of Baalveers." Baalveer returns to witness a change in the time slot ". Later He sacrifices his life and killed along with Timnah due to
the explosion caused by linking the red and white diamond. He was also the loving interest of the Chirpade Inspector. Like Happy Pandey, a lucky happy Kanpur boy, an appearance of Baalveer, who got of his powers after his death. [11] (202 1) As Kaal, an evil appearance of Baalveer by Drak Lok, which obtained 1 / 6th percentage of his And he
wants to kill the other lookalikes to get all the powers of the dead Baalveer. She died through her own poison. (2019 "2020) Shaileh Gulabani as Parikshak, a compassion of Bambaal sent to Earth to capture Baalveer. Baalveer tracticali gives the goggles to live. {{Cite web}}: | first = has a rich gender (help ) ^ Equipment, editorial (July 22, 2020).
(2020 "2021) Khushi Mukharjee as Jwala Pari / Jiya, a fairy of Pari Lok with the power of fire (fire fairy); Jiya on earth as one of Baalveer's sisters. (2019 "2020) Pria Sharma as Nagini. March 24, 2020. (2021) Bharat Bhatia as Babban; Babban Senth Header who wanted to build a casino in the playground where the children play. He killed Bhaymaar in
The final battle (Antim Yuddh). (2019 "2021) Neha Prajapati as Mrs. She is the enemy of Debu later friend. She originally she was human but now a fairy of Veer Lok with the power to create anything drawing in the air (craft fairy). So happy is the similar aspect of Debu, Karuna is surprised and can not understand what is happening. The series
presents the submarine kingdom of Shinkai, governed by Jalraj Kaikos. His second season premiered on April 5, 2021, which ended June 30, 2021 (2021-06-30). [1] Synopsis Season 1 Baalveer, the kindness protector and veracity, returns to save the land of a new evil. As Ananya, Timna sent her to the ground to watch Baalveers, but she knew
Naqabposh and fell in love instantly from him. (2020 â, ¬ - 2021) [8] Aditya Ranvijay as Bhaymaar, the faithful sigh of the dark kingdom war. April 10, 2021. He would form Trão 'Team Shadow'. She was killed by Akroor for scaring Netra Pari. Baalveer finds the prison of Sarvakaal and the past of Timnasa, on how she was banished from Pari Lok
(where she was Pari and was named Baalveer for a day) due to the evil intentions of her and "Baalveer is back! " Vivaan tries to collect energies from seven Shaureas of seven universe to defeat Kaal and tries to Remaining looks. "Sony Sab to Air Fresh episodes of your favorite series on July 13". He was arrested by Shaurea and, therefore, tried to
escape with his two children. "In the last 8 years, I have drunk many qualities of Baalveer in real life: Baalveer returns Fame Dev Joshi." Ray kills Baalveer out of anger. Vivaan's brother. He is the adopted son of Baal Pari (Fairy Torn). (2021) Sharik Khan as a friend of Vivan and Sutli. This time, however, he has the successor of him with him, vivaan.
To stop Kaal, Vivan (ie, Junior Baalveer) along with Baalpari travels to all 7 universes. She was killed by Bhaymar at the 'Antim Yuddh' for saving Ananya. (2021) Kunal Bakshi as an evil Egyptian king imaya. However, he is revealed that happy are just an appearance of debu. Timasea had a plan to destroy the land and Baalveer had to find four keys
before Timnah. Bambaal has an egg in Shinkai, and that a man will be born of him, prophesied to be the last. He is the biological younger brother of Ananya and the adoptive younger brother of Khushi. ^ Team, Author: Editorial (June 25, 2020). ^ Lashkari, Sakshi. She is the daughter of Devaki. (2020) Purvesh Pimple as Montu, the cousin of ChintuChinti; The Enemy of Baalveer's arch. Baal Veer captures Milsa, but Bambaal kills him secretly to hide him from him from debu and vivaan. (2020) Raashul Tandon as Ginu, or Chirrag Ka Jinn (Genie de la Lámpara), who was taken by Timasea of Zafar, the former great vision of Baghdad of the past. He acquires a new avatar, Nakabpossh. Recovered
on April 15, 2021. They began to love each other and take care of each other. ^ "Exclusive: My character is animated and peppy with a Kanyapuriya tone: Shweta Gautam Aka Radha Pandey found at Baalveer Returns - Times of India." (2019, 2021) Ayesha Khan as Birba, the new Lealist of Bambaal. (2021) Sharmilee Raj as Baal Pari Tress), a Hada of
Parilok with the power of Tress Tress Chinese. (2019 "2021) Anuradha Khaira as Dhwani Pari/Diksha, a fairy of Pari Lok with the power of sound (Sound Fairy); Diksha on Earth as one of Baalveer's sisters. ^" Exclusive - Sonali Naik de Maddam Sir and Mihir Rajda de Baalveer Returns share their emotion of celebrating Gudi Padwa - Times of India. "
Baalveer side. On the other hand, Kaal arrives at the snow universe to kill a resemblance to Baalveer, but when he tries to enter an Iglãº where Baalveer's life cannot enter due to a Suraksha Kavach. Both Baalveers, along with the Fairy end the Timnasa Tynic Government and now fight against Ray, Bhaymaar, Akroor and Timase again, who return to
avenge the Baalveers. His mother Padmini lives with Sutli's maternal tão, inspector Shantaram Girpade. (2021) Khushi Bhardwaj as Khushi, Vivaan's adoptive sister, Karuna's daughter, Neha pr Ajapati, like Mrs. (2021). In mid -April, the shot stopped again due to the second wave of Covid in Maharashtra. In May, Dev Joshi announced the spectacle
that comes out of the air abruptly due to a low extreme TRP. {{Cite Web}}: | First = It has a genién name (help) ^ "â âxclusive! Dev Joshi: Play six different roles in Baalveer's returns is exhausting, but I love the challenge - Times of India." Kaal Pari had been supporting Timena in his unique efforts to defeat both Baal Veers. She was defeated by
Baalveer and Aladdin, but she returned to take revenge. "Yachit Sharma according to Baalveer's returns of Sab TV." Later, his spurch came to give powers to Baalveer senior in his Veer Snan (Guerrero's bath). He was killed by Senior Baalveer. At the beginning of January 2021, the creators announced the return of Pavitra Punia as a Timnosa also,
after her Bigg Boss's eviction. [37] for Season 2, Dev Joshi played six different characters. [38] Reception The first episode has more than 36 million visits on YouTube. [39] References ^ M, P (5 (5 2019). Later, both Baalveers manage to remove the protective dress and crown from their head. She runs a Tiffin services business in which she offers
Tiffin businesses. Debu wants to know about SHAURYA's past and the fairy, but he fails. Currently, she currently shares all kinds of movies, as well as different web series. She is the second adoptive mother of Baalveer after Rani Pari. (In the first series 'Baalveer', it was shown as the tallest fairy of Parlok after Ranipari.) (2019, 2020 "21) as Kaal Pari,
a censorship of Timasea. The full powers of Ray They are unleashed by the blood of debu after it threatens him by Vivan's life. She also shows her wealth. Senior Baalveer sacrifices himself at the two stones, the red and white, for saving the earth. and Timnah also dies. She is the wife of King Adityapratap of Shwet Lok and the Biological Mother of
Ananya and vivaan and now lives in Bharat Nagar along with her daughter. (2020 "2021) Amika Shail as Vayu Pari / Vidhi / Sciences , a fairy of Pari Lok with the power of the wind (Wind fairy); Vidhi on Earth as one of Baalveer's sisters. "Baalveer returns to Actress Nandani Tiwary for Maddam Sir de Sab TV." (2019 "2020, 2021) Shoaib Ali as Ray, the
son of Jaikas and Baalveer's biological twin brother. The residents of Bharat Nagar are surprised to see happy, similar to Debu and get excited assuming that Debu has returned after His death. July 31, 2019. He killed Timna and his assistant Jabdali at the battle of Antim Yuddh (the final battle). His body was used by Timase against Baal Veer finding
his successor. ^ "Baalveer Returns - EP 1 - Full episode - September 10, 2019 "" Through www.youtube.com. Both the Baalveers and the members of Veer Lok cross all the obstacles and fight against Timase and defeat it every time. ^ "Fans to witness a week full of action Baalveer and Aladdin come together to fight evil. " ^" Dev Joshi: playing two
two different characters, Happy and Kaal, allows me to explore more as an artist". ShahSanjeev SharmaScreenplay byManoj TripathiDirected byMaan SingThusar BhatiaKushal AwasthiSanjay SatavaseStarringDev JoshiVansh SayaniPavitra PuniaSharmilee RajAnahita BhooshanShoaib AliShailendra PandeyAditya RanvijayMukul Kumar Mk SinghSharik
KhanComposerSouvyk ChakrabortyCountry of originIndiaOriginal languageHindiNo. of seasons2No. of episodes354ProductionExecutive producerRajan SinghProducersVipul "No Creo En Mostrar O Ganar Privilegios a TRAVÃ © S DE MI Popularadad: Dev Joshi" .wikipedia.org / w / index.php? title = 1084641358 "(2019) (2019) (2019) (2019) Alisha
Chaudhary en DOS Roles como Netra pari y como timnasia, netra pari y como timnasia, Netra Pari El Sirviente / Sidekick de Vinasham Kaal Y Lookal Ike of DooBa Dooba y Tauba Tauba. Kaal va a la biblioteca infinita para conocer la ubicaci³n de sus otros cinco look-alikes. Archivado Desde El Original El 21 de Abril de 2020. SE HA Convertido En LA
Entidad MÃ¡s Poderosa de La Sangre De En La Primera Serie 'Baalveer', SE MostrÃ³ Como La Hada MÃ¡s Alta del POST-Titular de Parilok DespuÃ © s de ranipari. (2021) Shailendra Pandey Como Shalya (Voz), Un LeÃ³n Blanco Que ES EL GuardiÃ¡N de Veer Lok Y Mentor de Baalveer (Vivaan) Y LAS Hadas. (2020) Shridhar Watsar Como Dooba
DooBa, El Mejor Amigo de Baal Veer Y UN JOVEN BECRO DE ELEFANTE LLAMADO KIKI. Tiempos de India. Diwali para visitar un-templo y regressar, ella He is happy. God gives Baalveer the life of him to see the love of debu and live on each other and tell them that it was the proof of his love. Her husband is unknown. "Pavitra Punia when leaving
Baalveer returns for Bigg Boss 14". She called her 'Bhay Rani' (Queen of Fear). When Happy tries to execute the gangs of the triggers of Baalveer and he can run in Super-Speed â € â € ‹and he gives the bag to Karuna, but she doesn't see it. "Baalveer Returns presents the splendor of the underwater world with a new season." (2020) Yachit Sharma as
Rinkoo, Vivaan and Sutli's friend. [10] (2020 â ¬-2021) Aarna Bhadoraiya as Chinti Mishra, Chintu's sister, who continues to worry alive and populate her with her brother Chintu of her. She tries to manipulate Vivaan and Ananya. (2019 "2020, 2021) [7] Sharmilee Raj as Baal Pari (Fairy Tress), a fairy of Parilok with the powers of braids and curls.
(2020) Digvijay Purohit as Jalraj Kaikos, the ruler of the Shinkai kingdom and older brother of Bambaal. Bambaal and Shaurya reveal the story of a chemical scientist of Veer Lok, called Jikaas, who had become evil and planned to make a weapon that would destroy the earth in 2020. Season of the plot No. of originally transmitted episodes (India) For
the first time outdoors in the last transmission. 1 334 September 10, 2019 (2019-09-10) April 2, 2021 (2021-04-02) 2 20 5 April ° ° 2021 (2021-04 -05) June 30, 2021ã ¢ (2021-06-30) Season 1 Timber evil. She did the operation in Karuna during her second install. ELAR her identity. Baalveer recognizes this and pretends to lose powers and memory of
him and stays as a plebey with Vivaan and his family as the brother of Vivaan Debu. Ray and Bhaymar doubt that be Baalveer and plans to unmask the true identity of Happy. She was a Fairy than others, and much angry fairy towards evils. Guru Gyani makes it good for evil and heads towards the Himalayas for meditation. While he does, it is revealed
that they live is Ananya's lost brother and his biological mother is Devaki, the former queen of Shwet Lok (White Kingdom) who has captured. "Ayesha Khan will enter Sab's TV's Baalveer returns." (2019, 2021) as Tauba Tauba, the Compaã ± ero of Bhaymar. Season 2 A new happy character is introduced, which is an appearance of Baalveer who lives
in Kanpur. "The new episodes are full of action: Dev Joshi in Baalveer returns." Retrieved on August 21, 2020. She was killed by Bambaal to hide her secret. "Dev Joshi is a star: Ayesha Khan de Baalveer returns." When he leaves the egg, he is called Ray. He is also called Shweta Shaurya (White Shaurya). "Baalveer returns to the current in Sonyliv
before transmitting in Sony Sab." Cameo appears Ketan Karande as Texas Pehelwan, a strong fighter who was defeated by happy in a wrestling competition. In mid -December 2020, the creators announced that Vimarsh Roshan Sale from the series, [34], but that Aditya Ranvijay would return as Bhaymaar. [35] Urvashi Gor and Nandani Tiwary [36]
were launched as Jwala Pari and Vayu Pari, respectively. "Baalveer's returns present the splendor of the underwater world with a new season." On the other hand, Happy tries to understand his powers and he is not familiar with how his powers won. (2019, 2021) Bhaweeka Chaudhary as teacher of Paani Pari / Payal / Mathematics, a fairy of Pari Lok
with the power of water (Fairy Water); Payal on Earth as one of Baalveer's sisters. (2019, 2021) Shruti Gholap as Mrs. December 17, 2020. Archive from the original on February 3, 2020. Meanwhile, fairies try to find Baalveer's Lookalike on Earth to protect him from Kaal. It is the Biologic Ray twin. Archived from the original on April 13, April 20.
November 4, 2020. (2019-2021) as A young elephant calf, who is Dooba-Dooba's best friend. Later, happy and her family visit Bharat Nagar Colony to carry out the wedding ceremony of Diwali's relative. {{Cite Web}}: | First = it has a genién name (help) ^ "Iduce the magic! VANSH Sayani to be seen as Baalveer's successor in Baalveer returns." At
the same time, friendship is growing between two Baalveers. The commander in chief, the Bambaal plots govern especially the universe, along with his Compaã ± ero Milsa. It is a miser. (2019, 2021) Arista Mehta as Sutli Girpade, Vivaan and Gopu's close friend, and Padmini's daughter. During the battle, Masti Pari is murdered by Bhaymar and Vayu
Pari and Jwala Pari sacrifice themselves as Timase weapons hit them, to protect the earth. {{Cite Web}}: | First = It has a genié © rich (help) ^ "Set Tour de Baalveer returns with Baalveer Aka Dev Joshi", through www.youtube.com. He discovers Mauka Mauka's Company in the Library. Ray makes a glass of cooling that can see Espãritus. ^ "Pavitra
Punia to play a negative role in Baalveer's yields." Although Timase managed to achieve the 'Bhoot Mani' and 'Bhavishya Mani' with the help of Ginu, his plans were destroyed by Aladdin and Baal Veers. (2019, 2021) Vimarsh Roshan recurrent to Bambaal, the cunning antagonist, who was the brother and commander more young of Jalraj Kaykos.
(2021) As Tauba Tauba, an evil outbreak of Dooba Dooba, which is the Compaã ± ero de Bhaymaar and Ray. She was killed by Timnasa's weapons and has now returned in her new form. Kamini Mishra, Chintu-Chinti's mother, and Munna's wife. She is kidnapped and killed by Kaal, who then receives the part of his powers (from Humshakal). (2019,
2020) Tampan A. (2021) Nandani Tijary as Vaayu Pari, a fairy of Pari Lok with the power of the wind (Fairy of the Wind). Came from the past with Vivaan to help Baal To defeat Timna in his attempt to become 'Trikaal Bhay Rani'. {{Cite Web}}: | First = It has a rich name (help) ^ Team, Author: Editorial (23 (23 2019). (2021) Urvi Gor as Jwala Pari, a
fairy of Pari Lok with the power of fire (Fire Fairy). But now live you have to save the world with fairies. And she kept frozen as a statue in Drak Lok is released from prison. (2021) Shubh Saxena as Mand, Brother Brother of Akal and a goodness hunter that converts good entities into trophies with the most important arrows of him. He is the biological
son of Queen Devaki and King Aditya Pratap of Shweth Lok and the adoptive son of Karuna. www.mid-day.com. Together with Ray plans to rule on Veer Lok and tries to discover the reality of Happy Pandey. Meanwhile, Karuna goes to Happy's House to ask for a wedding, but he can't recognize happy, since he has color on his face. Later, he returned
in the past to Baghdad with Ginu. September 5, 2020. (2020) Amit Lohia as Mahabali, the disciple of Guru Gyani, which has a protective dress and a crown that cannot be destroyed by the protective shield of Veer Lok. (2019 "2021) as Akroor (Voice), a black panther who was the protector of Kaal Lok, who was defeated by Shaurya in Antim Yuddh but
returned along with Timnase. For this new power, put an end to the Trinity of Timber Tauba Tauba. However, Kaal finds them and manages to kill another resemblance to Baalveer and win their powers, while happy also realizes that it is more powerful that before and practices to control their mind and powers. (2021 ) Shweta Gautam as Radha
Pandey, mother of Happy and Jolly Pandey. [13] (2021) Mihir Rajda as Jolly Pandey, Happy's Brother [14] (2021) Dimple Kava as Dimple Pandey, Jolly Pandey's Wife and Happy's Wantrawer (2021) Ayat Shaikh as Kuki Pandey, Dimple and Jolly Pandey ", and Happy's niece (2021) Krish Rao as Puki Pandey, Dimple and Jolly Pandey, son and the nephew
of Happy (2021) Jaya Binju Tyagi as Karuna, the adoptive mother of Vivaan and Khushi's true mother. She is a gorgon and went to life for In Baghdad. Once he burns the hand of He was called 'Bhay Raja' (King of Fear) by Tauba Tauba and was extremely huge to control the poisonous creatures. He is a very talkative person. She attacks and destroys
the Pari Lok (Kingdom of Fairy), but Baalveer saves the surviving fairies, which are masti pari (fun fairy), Pani Pari (Fairy Water Fairy), Vayu Pari (Fairy Wind), Jwala Pari (Fire Fire ), Dhwani Pari (Fairy Sound), Netra Pari (Vision Fairy), Saral Pari (Fairy Simple Fairy) and Baal Pari (Fairy Tress) take refuge in Veer Lok (Brave Realm) whose line is a
White Leon, Shaurya. (2019) Arsken Naamdar as the childish form of Timenia. Indian Television dot com. He was hypnotized by Timnase, so he would help Timenia in his attempt to become 'Trikal Bhay Rani'. India times. His father is the owner of a general store in Bharat Nagar. Diwali Chheda, Gopu's mother, and Ratilal's wife. She is a middle -class
woman and does not have enough money to meet Sutli's demands. She was killed by Bhaymaar in Antim Yuddh. (2019, 2021) Abhay Bhadoraiya as Chintu Mishra, Chinti's brother, who continues to worry Vivaan and Paltán of her with his sister Chinti. Retrieved on April 13, 2021. The Baalveer Energy Star is divided into 6 pieces and enters the body of
the other 6 alikes of Baalveer, which helps Kaal escape from the cãrcel and to obtain the powers of Baalveer , Kaal decides to kill other Baalveer looks. . Together with Kazo (Kaal drag), Kaal and Mauka Mauka can slide out of Drak Lok without being noticed by Vivaan, Shaurya and Swarna Shaurya. He loves Masti Pari in the human form of her megha
of her, and always tries to impress her. The story ended and the producers announced a new season, introducing the underwater kingdom of Shinkai, [28] that would be populated by new villains, Bambaal, Milsa and Ray, played by Vimarsh Roshan, Shweta Khanduri and Shoaib Ali, respectively. [29] [31] The second season premiered on August 26,
2020. (2020) Season 2 Main Dev Joshi as debu / / Baalveer; Vivaan's brother. The new TEV Joshi series as Senior Baalveer, and presented Vansh Sayani in a main role such as Baalveer's successor. [18] The spectal had also announced some of the characters and actors of the first season, Sharmilee Raj for Baal Pari [19] and Shridhar Watsar for the
role of Tauba Tauba and Dooba Dooba. [20] Pavitra Punia was thrown like the evil fairy, Timnasia. [21] On December 7, 2020, Sony Sabi moved the series of 8 p.m. 7 p.m. To give way to Hã © Roe, in Gayab mode. [22] The filming of the series is being recorded in sets in cine New episodes, along with other spectacles throughout the entertainment
industry of India. (2019, 2021) [6] Pavitra Punia as Timnasia / Tanisha, the evil queen of the dark? However, some episodes of already shot in Sonyliv was issued in the last week of June 2021 before finally, finally, coming out on June 30, 2021. "Anahita Bhooshan enters an avatar of bubbles at the Sony Baalveer of Sony Sab's Baalveer. (2019, 2020),
Sia Bhatia, replaced Mehta as Sutli Girpade (2020 "2021) [9] Samay Thakkar as Sarvakaal (voice), the monstrous wise Cósmico that helped to kill Timena. He has a powerful pet drags called Kazo whom he has put under his control and is used as a vehicle for him. [12] (2021) Lookalike from Heem Universe, another Baalveer lookalike of the Snow
Universe (Universe No.1) that was kidnapped by Kaal and killed by Kazo. "Pavitra Punia obtains diamonds studded in her teeth so that Sony Sab Baalveer's returns." She always shows her richness. ^ Team, Author: Editorial (July 9, He becomes friends with Ananya, a boy who is threatened by Timnah, and also receives help from Sarvakaal. He showed
up with bubbles. Sometimes, she uses to be impotent when Timasea had an attack against her and even Episode 91 to 99, where the amount of water on Earth was less than strongly used its power. He also made a powerful glasses from where anyone can go through any Sheild of anyone. After that, when I am going to pick up the gasoline cylinder,
she helps a truck driver taking her truck using a single hand. After the multiple inaes of Junior Baalveer to protect the similar aspect of the Kaal's snow universe, Kaal manages to kill the similarities and obtains his powers. Retrieved on August 21, 2020: through www.youtube.com. (2020 "2021) Heer Chopra as Saral Pari, a fairy of Pari Lok with the
power of simplicity: she can make anything that is difficult to do. (2019" 2021) HRIDYANSH SHEKHAWAT AS GOPU CHHEDA. (2021) Myra Singh as Aarohi. She was killed together with Senior Baalveer due to the explosion caused by the link of the red and white diamond. The Indian television series Baalveer Returnsbaalveer
Returnsgenfantasycread byvipul D. (2021) Crossover Baalveer Returns made a crossover with the Aladdin series: Naam Toh Suna Haga for 5 episodes from January 27, 2020 to January 31, 2020 in the season 1. [ 15] [16] Production Development The beginning of the program, a sequel to the Baal Veer Fantasy series, was announced in early August
2019 by Optimystix Entertainment and Sony Sab. [17] The first promotion was launched in August 2019. (2021) Lookalike of the 4th Universe, a tribal person taken by Vivaan to Drak Lok. Retrieved on April 11, 2021. ^ "Baalveer to Kaal". It is the secret superpower that was destined to kill the evil queen of Kaal Lok, Timassa. However, Timassa
obtained the maximum power: a red diamond to destroy the Earth and Baalveer found a white diamond to prevent Timase from destroying the earth. "Vimarsh Roshan will play the new villain in Baalveer Returns." For From Baalpari and the people of the Kingdom of the Fairies, Timnaa went to the dark kingdom, imprisoned the Sage Sarvakaal and
became the Queen. Queen. Sharik Khan as Pichku (voice), a ghost who was caught in Veer Lok of Shaurya and the Fairies; He has the ability to become any object or pass it through him and can cure all diseases or wounds. She has a catchefrase "Up Ke Nivasi Hote Hai Bade Heahsi" (Translation: The people of UP are very brave.) Camafo spares
Krutika Desai as Masti Pari. Season 2 after Baalveer's death, an appearance of Baalveer called Kaal woke up to kill the remaining five looks of Baalveer to obtain his powers and govern the world. He is Vivaan and Sutli's nearby friend. Retrieved on August 21, 2020. {{cite web}}: CS1 Manter: URL-status (Link) ^ Team, Tlychakkar. (2020) Shweta
Khanduri as the bambaal military. (2019, 2020) Anahita Bhooshan as Ananya / Karigar Pari, a gymnast and member of Bharat Nagar Society. (2021) Shoaib Ali as Ray, the biological son of Jaikass and Baalveer's brother. He was killed by Senior Baalveer, but returned to avenge. Karuna is a businesswoman who lives in Bharat Nagar with hers two
children of her Khushi and Vivaan and her father -in -law. (2019, 2021) Khushi Bhardwaj as Khushi, Vivaan's adoptive sister, Karuna's daughter and Dadaheb's granddaughter. The new Baalveer is a very mischievous child of ten years called Vivaan, who lives in Bharat Nagar with his grandfather, his mother Karuna and his older sister Khushi. Happy
notifies and tries to give Karuna the bag of her, but she is already in an autobãºs. ^ "Baalveer & Aladdin bind to fight evil; January 27; 8pm and 9pm". "Vimarsh Roshan Aka Bambaal to offer Adieu to Baalveer returns." (2020) Jaya Binju Tyagi as Karuna, the true adoptive mother and Khushi Khushi and Khushi's daughter -in -law. (2020) Siddharth
Nigam as Aladdin, El Salvador de Baghdad de Zafar. He revived Bhaymar, Timnasia and Akroor to take revenge on the death of Bambaal and Milsa. She helped Baalveer and live in her With the powers of the water, she can control the water of etc. The living mirror. (2020 "2021) Krutika Desai as Masti Pari (Fun Fairy), a fairy of Fairy Realm or Megha
on Earth as one of Baalveer's sisters. 'To return in Baalveer, he returns from the statistic of' Bigg Boss'. (2019 "2020) Urvi Gor replace Member of Team Shadow. She was killed by Junior Baalveer, alive in the final battle, but was revived by Ray and Bhaymaar. a new partner; See the promotion. "He was killed by Junior Baalveer, Vivaan. Late late,
when Debu opens Timnasa's secret message, that she had given him before her death, Timase's spirit tells Debu that her biological parents were Killed by Shaurya and the Fairies. She always wins all games. He wanted to take Jalraj's throne and govern the universe. Together they go to earth to find the hidden power that is destined to kill Timena.
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